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ñY% l:kfhys fhfok ñY% ^hybrid) fyda oaùNdId
l%shd mohlg iudk oaùNdId kdu mohla jYfhka
zoaùNdId ñY%K iudi kduhlaZ ye¢kaúh yelsh' isxy,
- bx.%Sis ñY% l:kfhys mj;sk ixialD;sl" foaYmd,ksl
iy wd.ñl hk úúO úIhhkaj,g wod< ñY% iudi
kdu ks¾udKh lsÍu i|yd" oaùNdId NdIslhd úiska"
mo ixhqla; lsÍfï Wml%u fyda mÈu újr l%shdj,sh
Wmfhda.s lr .kshs' ñY% mohla fyda ñY%Khla ^hy-
brid) hkq folla fkdj tlls' th úúO NdId folla
fyda lsysmhla wdY%fhka ks¾udKh fõ' ta wkqj tla
ñY%Khl ^hybrid) mo folla fyda Bg jeä m%udKhla
;sìh yels w;r uõ NdIdfjka wju jYfhka tla
mohlaj;a wka;¾.; fõ' fuu ñY% mo ^hybrids),
Kachru 1983: 138  isoaOdka;hg wkqj" ‘Indianisms’
hkqfjka o ye¢kafõ' ̂bx.%Sis mohla iy bka§h NdIdj,
mohla ixhqla; ù ks¾udKh jQ mo)& Kachru 1983
isoaOdka;h  ñY% mo ixl,amh ^hybrid) i|yd fhdod
.ksñka" ñY% iudi kdu mo ú.%y lrk whqre" fuu
iólaIK jd¾;dfjka bÈßm;a flf¾' úúO úIh
lafIa;%hkays kshq;= isxy, - bx.s%is oaùNdId NdIslfhda
20fofkl=f.a idudkH ixjdo iy mqj;am;a
iólaIKj,ska ,nd.;a o;a; fuu ú.%yh i|yd
fhdod f.k we;' fuu ñY% mo ^hybrids) ú.%yh
wdY%fhka oaùNdId l:khkays fhdod.kakd ;ksmo
fukau §¾> jd.a fldgia" iudchSh jYfhka
jeo.;alula Wiq,k nj meyeÈ,s fõ' isxy, - bx.%sSis
NdId fol w;r mj;sk mD:q, iïnkaOh" ñY% iudi
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kdu ìysùug fya;= jQ nj" fuu wOHhkfhka
fy<sorõ flf¾' fuu fidhd .ekSï" ‘Sri
Lankanisms’ ^bx.%Sis iy isxy, ^foaYSh mohla& tlaj
ks¾udKh jk ñY% mo& jYfhka y÷kajk ñY% iudi

kdu mo ks¾udKh ms<sn| lreKq fy<s lrhs'

One of the main purposes of hybridization1 is to expand and
extend the vocabulary in the contact variety. This paper presents a
study of English elements embedded2 in a Sinhala matrix3resulting
in a host of hybrid verbs in Sinhala-English Code Mixing (hereafter
CM). It attempts to discuss and analyze hybrid compound verbs
in utterances where the matrix language is either Sinhala or English.
Apart from nouns, modifiers, adverbs, noun phrases, adverbial
phrases, there are many hybrid verbs in the Sinhala-English bilingual
corpus revealing a variety of mixing strategies. The hybrid English
elements include the combination of the English verb stem + the
Sinhala nominalizer eka and the English verb stem +Sinhala auxiliary
verb. There are other instances where the Sinhala intensifiers
precede the English verb stem. The phenomenal use of helping
verbs from Sinhala is also another productive method of creating
bilingual verbs in mixed discourse.  The process of hybridization
by Kachru (1983) will be used to identify the hybrid verb
construction which results in a variety of hybrid compound verbs
in the corpus. Hybridization has been observed as one of the main
characteristics of the emerging new code mixed variety (Senaratne
2009: 243). Using Muysken's (2000) Code Mixing typology,
mixing strategies will be categorized as insertion, alternation and
congruent lexicalization. The analysis sheds light on the process of
hybridization  resulting in a host of hybrid verbs in mixed discourse.

1. Theoretical framework
This paper analyses the hybrid verb defined as the ‘bilingual

verb' (Muysken, 2000: 184). In his theory, the hybrid verb is
analyzed in relation to three strategies of CM: insertional,
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aletrnational and congruent lexicalization (hereafter CL).  The four
types of bilingual verbs identified in CM literature according to
Muysken (2000: 184) are situations where:

a. the new verb is insertedinto a position corresponding to a
native verb (in adapted form or not)

b. the new verb is adjoined to a helping verb.
c. the new verb is a nominalizedcomplement to a causative

helping verb in a compound. d. the new verb is an
infinitiveand the complementof a native auxiliary

Observing CM patterns in bilingual data from typologically
different languages as well as similar ones, he explains that
insertional, alternational and CLstrategies are governed by different
structural, psycholinguistic and social constraints. The three
strategies are used to elucidate bilingual data in a variety of contexts
ranging from colonial settings to stable bilingual communities.

Functional elements are used to elucidate insertional CM while
the bilingual verbs are analyzed as indicative of the three types of
CM strategies by Muysken (2000). The strategies are also
distinguished by social and psycholinguistic factors that prompt a
speaker to code-mix. This section first outlines Muysken's theory
of insertional, alternational and CL, and then focuses on  the analysis
of bilingual verbs in determining CM strategies.

Analyzing a variety of data, Muysken (2000) suggests that
‘foreign' verbs are‘sometimes inserted as finite stems4 and
sometimes as infinitives'. This is evident in the Sinhala-English mixed
corpus. He observes that there is also evidence of adjunction and
CL patterns suggestive of a ‘full range of CM strategies' in bilingual
data.

Further, the complexities involving the creation of the bilingual
verb are revealed where an ‘embedded language lexical verb' and
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a ‘matrix language helping verb' are combined (Muysken 2000:
185). Many Indic languages indicate a pattern where a ‘helping
verb' from the native language is combined with a foreign verb
stem to create a bilingual verb in mixed data. He suggests that
though the verbs are assumed to be borrowings, they are neither
phonologically adapted nor integrated into the language. The
process where a foreign verb is combined with a matrix auxiliary
(helping) verb is described as a ‘productive process' and as having
three types. They may be adjoined, contain a nominalized
complement in a compound and an infinitive complement. The
adjunction takes place in alternation strategies where as in insertion
strategies, single verb stems replace native verbs.Instances of
particle plus verb constructions are indicative of congruent
lexicalization , according to Muysken (2000).

Kachru (1983/1986) makes a significant analysis of the bilingual
combinations in mixed discourse. Accordingly, a mixed form or a
hybrid is described as ‘one which is composed of elements from
two or more different languages'. Hence, a  hybrid will comprise
of two or more elements and at least one element will be from a
local language. These hybrid forms are also referred to as Indianisms
(Kachru 1983: 138). The elements of a hybrid formation belong
either to an open-set (no grammatical constraints on the selected
items) or to a closed-system (one of the elements belong to a
closed-system of the local languages) in lexis. Kachru also proposes
that there are certain structural and contextual constraints on
hybridization and categorizes hybrids into:

a. hybrid collocations
b. hybrid lexical sets
c. hybrid ordered series of words
d. hybrid reduplication.
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2. Analysis of data
Observe the examples in (1) and (2) where the English stem is

preceded by a Sinhala intensifier which either modifies nouns or
adjectives in monolingual Sinhala sentences. Semantically, the
English elements act as verb stems.  Hence, they can be analyzed
as insertions in Sinhala sentences based on CM typology. The
stems are integrated morphologically, syntactically and semantically
in the matrix.

1. okkoma fail ( all/fail)
2. okkoma pass (all/pass)

Perhaps a prominent and an area that needs further discussion
and research is the inclusion of helping verbs from Sinhala that
create compound hybrids or ‘bilingual compound constructions'
(Muysken 2000: 197) in mixed discourse.

The inclusion of English stems followed by a Sinhala verb in
mixed data is a recurrent phenomenon. Muysken (2000) observes
that this construction occurs in many Indian languages. English
stems when mixed in a Sinhala base are most often followed by
various forms of karana‘to do' and vena ‘to become'. Note that
the English stem + the Sinhala verb pattern is found with
corresponding compound verbs in Sinhala, which are often
accompanied by either karanava or venava.In this case, two
types of helping verbs assist in the incorporation of English elements
to create hybrid verbs. The helping verbs are combined with nouns
thereby providing more flexibility to the bilingual in the use of mixed
discourse.

Observe the examples in Table (1). The compound verb kata
karanava can be transformed into a mixed verb call karanava
easily as the matrix  pattern is already available in Sinhala. Observe
too how many main verbs in Sinhala have  transformed themselves
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into hybrid verbs with the help of helping verbs from Sinhala. Notice
that the first element of the corresponding hybrid compound is in
English while the second element is  Sinhala. In many cases, the
helping verb from Sinhala ‘to do' karanava is frequent and used
phenomenally than any other verb in the mixed variety.

Matrix compound verbs or Corresponding
main verbs hybrid compound verb

kata karanava Call karanava
natanava Dance karanava
elavanava Drive karanava
hambavenava Meet venava

Table: 1 Matrix verbs and hybrid verbs

These following examples are frequent in mixed discourse.
The corresponding matrix verbs in (3) and (5) are main verbs
such as ridenava ‘to hurt' and kiyavanava ‘to read'.

3. Hurt vuna
4. apologize kara
5. read karanavaa
6. pass karanavaa

Observe too the productivity of the English verb stem + matrix
verb pattern in the following examples.

7. Observe karanava
8. Clarify karanava

The Sinhala helping verbs are also used productively to create
complex constructions such as the following.

9. Spend the day karanavaa
10. I love you kiyanavaa
11. All the best kiyanava

The examples reveal the variety that exists within the bilingual verb.
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3. Other cases
In addition, English stems in non-infinitve5 form appear as direct

insertions and most often, are included in a Sinhala base,
accompanied by the Sinhala nominalizer eka6. In the following
examples, which refer to ordinary activities, the English stems are
followed by eka which nominalizes the stems and facilitates
nesting.eka,as a nominalizer enables the bilingual to bring in elements
as  stems without inflection in CM. The lone English stems are
inserted and followed by eka. Clearly,eka enables stems to be
insertions in Sinhala sentences. The insertion of bare forms from
English has resulted in the formation of bilingual or hybrid nouns.

1. dance eka
2. act eka
3. fine eka
4. drive eka
5. run eka

Observe the following examples where inflected verbs have
been used to create hybrid forms.

6. dancing eka
7. singing eka

This pattern of using the nominalizer to integrate foreign
verbstems, identified as the nominalization strategy, has also been
observed in French-English CM (Muysken 2000: 208). The pattern
can be described as a noun + nominalizer combination. Then, there
are also cases where many other patterns can be observed which
create hybrid compounds.

8. Verb + karana = hate karana
9. Noun + verb + karana = expression use karana
10. Gerund = chanting karana
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Apart from English elements in Sinhala sentences, hybrid verbs
are also prevalent in cases where the matrix language is English.
Senaratne (2009:243) categorizes the hybrid verbs as follows:

Sinhala element English bound  Hybrid verb    meaning
morpheme

kediri fying kedirifying  To grumble
kusukusu fying   kusukusufying To whisper
poder ing podering   To drizzle

The examples reveal word internal mixing patterns identified
as  CLby Muysken (2000). Bilingual speakers coin new verbs
using existing Sinhala words through word internal mixing
(Senaratne 2014). In such cases, the Sinhala elements are
combined with English suffixes. The forms are affixed to an English
verb ending to denote the continuation of the action. Note that the
compound verb from Sinhala kusukusugaanvaa/ ‘to whisper'
includes an innovative construction suffixed by the English bound
morpheme ‘fying'. This example clearly violates the Bound
Morpheme Constraint7 which forbids the combination of bound
morphemes in mixed data. The mixing pattern is best explained in
Muysken's (2000) theory. The item indicates word internal mixing
patterns and therefore indicative of CL.

The majority of bilingual verbs in the Sinhala-English corpus
reflects compounding a native verb to the borrowed bare verb or
verb stem from English. The most prominent verb that accompanies
a host of English verb stems is karanava‘to do'. Other verbs such
as tiyanava ‘to be' (most often combined with a noun in mixed
data and does not occur as part of a mixed verb),daanava ‘to
put', gannava‘to get', denava ‘to give', gahanava‘to hit or give'
are also used to create hybrid verbs.
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From these listed Sinhala verbs, the ones that contribute to
the mixed verb or bilingual verb most frequently found  in the
Sinhala-English bilingual corpus are karanavaand venava.The
others, however, also contribute to the formation of hybrid verbal
phrases. This study categorizes the bilingual verb as a hybridverb
indicative of all three mixing strategies: insertion, alternation and
CL patterns. Some mixed verbs display a pattern of compounding
a nominal from the borrowing language and a verbal item from
Sinhala. These examples are analyzed as conjunct verbs where
the nominal item is from English and the verbal item is from Sinhala.
Observe that the English nominal is accompanied by many verbal
items from Sinhala. The hybrid compounds are governed by the
Sinhala element, which is adjoined to the English nominal. Such
cases are indicative of alternational CM. This is an extremely
productive process and employed by most bilingual speakers in
Sri Lanka.

Elements joined Example
English nominal+verb Permission denna
English inflected verb + particle Coming da?
English V stem+Sinhala helping V Call karanava
English NV+ Sinhala V     Register sign karanava

Table 2: A categorization of hybrid verbs ( Senaratne 2009: 244)

4. Summary and conclusions
The analysis of data revealed that the English verb stem + Sinhala

helping  verb construction as the most productive combination in
the Sinhala-English bilingual corpus. The inclusion of verb stems in
base form and nouns from English presents both insertion and
alternation mixing strategies. English verbs are attracted to the matrix
language as stems, inflected forms, clipped forms and reduplicated
forms in mixed data. A majority of verb stems are followed by the
matrix helping verbs forming hybrid compound verbs. It is evident
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that there is matrix language influence with regard to the formation
of hybrid compound verbs. When mixing single verbs from English,
the matrix language pattern of not overtly expressing the subject is
also retained as illustrated in the data. Phrases from English are also
mixed as complete constituents resulting in hybrid compound
constructions. In mixing verbs and verb phrases from English,
insertional CM appears as the dominant mixing strategy used by the
Sinhala-English bilingual. Alternational CM is plausible in the hybrid
compound verb (or bilingual verbs), where an English verb stem is
followed by a matrix helping verb based on Muysken's (2000)
typology. Furthermore, word internal mixing that results in new hybrid
verbs where the matrix is English is indicative of CL. The verb +
particle combination is indicative of both insertional and CL mixing
patterns. It is prevalent in the hybrid construction of inflected or
clipped verbs from English + Sinhala particle combinations. The
process of hybridization which results in a variety of hybrid verbs in
informal discourse of the Sri Lankan bilingual makes use of
morphological processes such as compounding and word internal
mixing.

Endnotes:
1 See Kachru (1983
2 The term ‘embedded' language is used by Myers-Scotton (2001) to

refer to other language elements that are ‘guests' in the borrower
language

3 The ‘Matrix Language Framework Model' was put forward by Myers-
Scotton which describes the influence of the dominant language on
code switching.

4 A finite verb is a form that has a subject and that can function as a
root.

5 The infinitive form= to + verb. Infinitives can function as nouns,
adjectives or adverbs.

6 Also see Weerakoon (1988)
7 The Bound Morpheme Constraint is a theory forwarded by Poplack

(1988) which indicates that word internal mixing does not take place
in CS.
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